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THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MANUAL IS TO BE USED AS A GUIDE FOR THE

SAFE OPERATION OF THE LEISURE FURL SYSTEM. WE RECOMMEND YOU KEEP THIS

MANUAL ON BOARD FOR REFFERENCE.
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IMPORTANT

Read this manual from cover to cover before attempting to use the Leisure furl.  It contains important
operating and sail fitting instructions.  The “Your Questions” section contains important tips and trouble-
shooting advice.

Follow the instructions in this manual.  We accept no responsibility if you fail to do so.
If you are uncertain of any points please contact an authorized distributor listed on the back cover.

We have made every effort to explain the operating and sail fitting procedures as clearly and completely as
possible.  Nonetheless, it is not possible to anticipate, or address every conceivable problem that might arise
under actual sailing conditions.  Hence, we cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions in this manual.

This manual is intended to provide general guidance to owners of a Leisure furl system.  For specific guid-
ance and technical support, contact the person who sold you the Leisure furl system, or an authorized dis-
tributor listed on the back cover.

Learn how to use the Leisure furl system before taking your boat out on open waters.

The operator is expected to have prior sailing experience, including knowledge of generally recognized safe
sailing procedures. The operator should also have an understanding of such basic sailing techniques as hoist-
ing and reefing a sail. The instructions in this manual should be read in conjunction with such techniques and
safe sailing procedures.  Such techniques and procedures shall be deemed to supplement the instructions in
this manual.

Use the Leisure furl at your own risk.  We accept no liability for personal injury or property damage
resulting from your failure to follow the instructions in this manual or generally recognized safe sailing
procedures.  As the manufacturer did not install the Leisure furl, we accept no liability for personal injury or
property damage resulting from faulty installation.

WARNING  —  It is possible for the furling mandrel to slide off the aft spigot, if the boom is lowered to the
deck, resulting in possible damage if raised into position without realignment. Ensure the mandrel is
aligned with the spigot before lifting up to the desired height.

Boom vangs & topping lifts

In-boom furling systems require both a rigid boom vang and a traditional boom topping lift for safety
and ease of sail trimming.

When furling or reefing, the boom should be adjusted to the required 87o angle and held at that
angle with the support of the boom vang during the furling process.  In heavy weather the boom
topping lift should be used to arrest the motion of the boom during furling.

When the boat is moored a boom topping lift will extend the life of your boom vang, no matter what
type; spring, pneumatic, hydraulic or electric.
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Leisure furl   Components list
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Leisure furl   Sail fitting instructions

Initial check

− Ensure the furling mandrel rotates freely. Lubricate as per “maintenance schedule” if
necessary.

− Ensure the furling line is free to render as the sail is hoisted.

Sail fitting

1. With the sail laid on the port side, lift the foot up to the furling mandrel, then slide the
foot boltrope into the track, from either forward or aft.

2. Attach first the tack to the furling mandrel, leaving around 1” between the tack web and
tack ring, see adjustment A, dia 4.

3. Now lash the clew to the outhaul saddle, see adjustment C, dia 4.  Do not pull the foot out
tight, leave fullness in the foot for efficient down wind sailing. The in built sail controls
will generate outhaul tension.

4. Lash also the clew to the furling mandrel, using a separate lashing, pulling the clew
within 3/8” of the mandrel, see adjustment B, dia 4.

5. Hoist the sail, then furl it onto the mandrel.

The sail fitting is complete, however minor adjustments may need to be made as the lash-
ings stretch.   Make note of the lashing dimensions for reference if you have to remove and
refit the sail at a later date.
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Leisure furl  setting up boom height

See Hoisting the sail

To establish the correct operating angle for the boom, once at full hoist, over tension the
main halyard. This will give an accurate indication of the tack angle.  Pull on the topping lift,
cleat this off and substantially mark a position at the rope clutch for future reference. This is
the correct boom angle for furling. Release the topping lift if interfering with the mainsail. It is
probable that the topping lift will stretch, so review the height as above or as suggested on
page 16 regularly.

Release the load of the main halyard until wrinkles just start to appear at the luff. Engage
the main halyard clutch, and mark a position on the main halyard at the entrance of the rope
clutch for reference. This position will be normal maximum hoist. With the foot track on the
mandrel in its uppermost position, ensure adequate fullness has been allowed for. This
should now be a relatively full and powerful down wind sail. Adjust if required see sail adjust-
ments page 11.

With the main halyard clutch still engaged, pull on the furling line. This will flatten the foot
and tension the luff, as if an outhaul and cunningham had been applied. This becomes an
efficient up wind sail.  When the furling line is released, the mandrel will rotate back to the
down wind position.

Setting up the reef points for the sail.

− Snub the main halyard around a winch or cleat, to take the halyard load once the rope
clutch is released.

− Release the main halyard rope clutch, ensuring load on the halyard is maintained.

− Pull in on the furling line, as you ease the main halyard. Apply the desired amount of
resistance to the halyard so as to control the amount of “pull back”. See sail control page
8 and 9.

− When each batten is approximately 1” from the furling mandrel, engage the main hal-
yard rope clutch, then flatten the sail further by pulling in on the furling line, over ten-
sioning the luff each time. The batten should lie along the mandrel, and the sail should
flatten along the foot. The batten in this position avoids fullness creeping into the foot,
so where possible reef on any of the batten positions.

− At each of the reef positions mark the main halyard at the clutch position for future
height reference.
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Leisure furl   operating instructions – Hoisting the sail

Apply a substantial coat of the luff lube supplied ensuring that there is an adequate coating
at the inside of the boltrope and batten ends. From there on a couple of times a season
should suffice.

Pre check before hoisting the sail

− Guide the sail into the feeder.  Attach the main halyard
− Check that the boom is at the correct, 87o angle to the mast.
− Release the main sheet, and position the yacht head to wind, so as to unload the sail.

Sail hoisting

1. Load the halyard winch with the main halyard and release the furling line rope clutch.

2. Proceed to hoist the sail, allowing the furling line to pull lightly through the hand. If windy
snub the furling line around a winch or similar to avoid the sail unraveling uncontrollably.

3. Hoist the sail fully, or to a reef position.

4. Lock off the furling line rope clutch.

5. Proceed to sail.

Controlling sail shape (luff tension & outhaul)

The in built sail controls allow sail shape to be controlled without the use of a cunningham
or outhaul, by simply tensioning the furling line.

To flatten the sail for upwind conditions.

1. Lock off the main halyard rope clutch, then over tension the furling line.

This rotates the furling mandrel and draws fullness out of the foot as with an outhaul, at the
same time as tensioning the luff as with a cunningham. Do not adjust the main halyard.
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Leisure furl   operating instructions – Furling the sail

Pre check prior to reefing or furling the sail

− Check that the boom is at the correct, 87o angle to the mast, see setting up boom height.
− Release the main sheet, with the yacht on a close reach, so as to unload the sail.

Sail furling

1. Snub the main halyard around a winch or cleat, to take the halyard load once the rope
clutch is released.

2. Release the main halyard rope clutch, ensuring load on the halyard is maintained.

3. Pull in on the furling line, as you ease the main halyard. Apply the desired amount of
resistance to the halyard so as to control the amount of “pull back”. See sail control page
8 and 9.

4. Once at the desired reef position, engage the main halyard rope clutch, then flatten the
sail further by pulling in on the furling line until the foot is completely flattened.

5. Proceed to sail.
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Leisure furl  Sail Control

Pull back

Pull back is a term used, to refer to the sail gradually working back along the mandrel as it
is furled and is visible as lines on the sail, stretching back from the feeder at an angle to the
furling mandrel. A system that is set up and operated correctly will control the amount of pull
back, and sail shape. Ideally the sail should always furl neatly, and directly under the feeder.
Indications that the sail is pulling back excessively will be highly visible by lines stretching
through the sail from the feeder.

If the sail shows these signs of substantial pull back, reduce the resistance on the main
halyard. You will notice that the lines of pull back gradually start to decrease as you con-
tinue to furl. Severe pull back can damage the boltrope.
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Do not release the main halyard in spurts, see dia 3.

Sail works forward

In this instance increase the resistance on the main halyard, also ensure the sail is
unloaded and the boom height is correct.

A consistent amount of halyard resistance is necessary for efficient furling. If the pull back
does not appear to be controllable as explained consider the following:

The boom height is not set correctly
The sail has not been unloaded
The sail is not positioned correctly on the mandrel see sail adjustments

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Leisure furl  Tailing the Halyard
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Leisure furl  Sail adjustments

Small adjustments to perfect the furl can be made as follows

− If the sail shows signs of pull back, without resistance on the halyard, make adjustment
at the tack (A), pulling the tack closer into the saddle artificially creates luff round down
low. Use the aft tack web if necessary for greater adjustment. This may cause slight
distortion at the luff area around the first batten.

− Ease adjustment (C) to return fullness to the foot. Adjustment (B) will not need to be
moved from its original setting.

− If the sail works forward as it furls, release adjustment (A) approximately 2”.  Leave
adjustment (B) as it is and pull adjustment (C) out by 2”. Also it may help to pull the
topper on a little to increase the boom to mast angle to say 86.5o.

If these adjustments do not rectify the problem, sail modifications may be required.  Con-
tact an authorized dealer for further assistance.

Diagram 4

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The clew lashing line must take multiple wraps around
the mandrel to eliminate the vertical load component
on the pad eye.  Damage to the mandrel and the foot of
the sail WILL result if this process is not followed.
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Leisure furl  Flexible feeder limit line fitting instructions

Flexible
feeder
length

The limit line assembly consists of two stainless steel termination blocks and a fixed length of
SpectraTM line which passes through the eye on the forward face of the luff feeder.

The termination blocks are installed using the 12-24 FHMS provided, use a #17 or 11/64”
drill. The knot in each end of the limit line must be pushed out of the termination block to
expose the fastener hole.  This will allow marking of the mast for drilling and tapping, as well
as installing and tightening the screw.  This may require flexing the track forward to install the
second termination block.  A piece of light line, tied around the mast and luff track, may be
handy here to hold the track in the forward flexed position.

Each installation is a little different, and the desired amount of flex has to be determined by
hoisting and furling the sail.  The furling operation should be done several times with eyes on
the luff of the sail.  Ensure that the 87o boom angle is correct, then watch as sail the rolls into
the boom.  Furling should be checked at different angles to the wind, since this is the true test
of the flexible feeder setup.

Once the termination blocks have been
installed on the mast, the only way
to effect the amount of flex in the
unsupported portion of the luff track
is to change the length of the limit line.
If less flex is deemed necessary the
line can be shortened.
If a longer line is required for
additional flex, SpectraTM

line can be purchased
from your local chandlery.
Use a figure eight stopper
knot in each end then trim
the ends as necessary.

The aluminum base extrusion should be
24” above the center of the furling mandrel.
The black polymer luff track should extend
15” below the end of the aluminum base
extrusion.
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Leisure furl  Operating tips

Reef on a batten

Whilst possible to reef at any point of hoist, it remains desirable to reef on a batten as fullness
may creep into the foot, and some efficiency lost for up wind sailing.

Luff tension

Luff tension is essential for efficient sail shape in an up wind heavy weather sail. It is a good
idea to over tension, rather than under tension, as sail shape will suffer in the later circum-
stance.

Tension with the furling line

The system uses the main halyard as a means of hoisting the sail only. When luff tension is
desired we normally use the furling line. Lock the main halyard off at the desired position,
then pull against this with the furling line to achieve a flatter sail with tensioned luff.

Furling down wind

If it is necessary to furl down wind, we introduce a modified procedure to furling the Sail as
was stated earlier.

− Square away to a broad reach, or flat run.

− Pull the mainsheet in so the boom is approx. 45° to the centerline.

− Release the vang a little and cause the boom to rise a bit, and pull in on the topping lift.

− Snub the main halyard off before releasing the main halyard rope jammer. Do not re-
lease any of the main halyard.

− Initiate furling without releasing any main halyard, then slowly allow the halyard to pull
against the power of the winch. A lot of power will be required.

A luff lube with a PTFE or similar base should be applied to the luff tape as needed to reduce the
friction in the luff foil.
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Leisure furl  Trouble shooting

Sail cannot hoist
− Furling line rope clutch is not disengaged
− Furling line has a knot in it somewhere
− Sail has not been fed into the feeder correctly

Sail is hard to hoist
− Sail is partially loaded
− Main halyard or sail is catching somewhere.  (Check head is not hooked on runners

etc.)
− Furling line is catching somewhere
− Furling line is jammed in the spool

A luff lube with a PTFE or similar base should be applied to the luff tape as
needed to reduce the friction in the luff foil.

Sail cannot furl
− Main halyard rope clutch is not disengaged
− Main halyard is jammed somewhere
− Sail is caught somewhere – (Would only occur if something is not set up correctly)
     Always remember that at any time the sail can be lowered by simply releasing the halyard

Sail pushes forward when furling
− Sail has not been unloaded
− Boom height is set to low
− Insufficient halyard resistance applied during the furl
− Sail is positioned to far forward on the mandrel

Sail pulls back excessively when furling
− Boom height is set to high. A small amount of extra height is not normally critical
− Too greater halyard resistance applied
− Sail is positioned to far back on the mandrel

System makes a noise whilst at anchor
− Take the load of the topping lift or attach a shock cord from the support bracket to the

topping lift, then pull tight.
− If the sail cover rattles at night, pull the cover along the boom to open.
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Leisure furl  MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

LUFF TAPE:  With a new sail on first hoist apply an even coat of “luff lube” to the full length
of the sail on both sides during hoist, ensuring the head and batten ends are well coated.

After several weeks use, apply a further coat mainly to the head
and batten ends.
Thereafter apply to head and batten ends approx. three times a
season.

BEARINGS: Use Super lube or similar, once a season.

                                         Aft spigot Apply several drops
through accessible holes.

Forward Mast Bearing Remove grub screws &
Aft Mast Bearing apply several drops.
Universal
Gooseneck Apply several drops to
Support bracket roller accessible moving parts
Cover Rollers
Locking Ratchet

COMPONENTS: Check once a season.

Vang Tang Ensure that all machine
Mainsheet Tangs screws are tight & there
Preventer Tangs is no sign of movement.

ROPES: Main Halyard Check for any signs of
Furling Line chafe at rope clutches,
Sail Cover rope guides, sheaves etc

Check retrieving line &
where lines are joined.

RIG: Leisure Furl Track Check the attachment slug
nuts are tight and lubricate the
sheave box at the mast crane.

SAIL: Lashings Check foot lashings for chafe.
Inner batten ends & Check for any signs of chafe.
Bolt rope
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Leisure furl

Manually setting the boom angle
The easy way to set the boom is to hoist the mainsail to full height and substantially tension the luff.
However, there could be occasions where it is felt there is a need to set the boom angle without the sail
or there are suspicions that the tack angle is incorrect.  If so, follow this procedure.

1. Fit the head slug to the track and transfer a mark on the universal out the same distance from the
mast as the head slug.  This didtance should be just aft of the universal pins.

2. Place the tape on the universal mark and measure out the maximum distance you can achieve
from the chart below (AB).  Mark this point.

3. Pull the head slug up the mast with the tape attached until measurement (AC) is achieved.
Carefully lock off the halyard ensuring the exact measurement is maintained.

4. Now swing the tape out to mark B and have the boom moved up or down until measurement (CB)
intersects at point B.  The boom is now at 87o.

Note - it is important that a method of guickly confirming this set-up.  Marking the
topping lift is one option, but it needs to be checked from ocasionally as the
topping lift line can stretch giving a false reading.  Additionally, you can establish
a dimension from the bottom of the boom to the cockpit floor.  Mark a solid vang
if it can be seen from the cockpit.

Boom measurement - AB Mast measurement - AC Diagonal intersect measurement - CB
10’-0” 13’-4” 16’-3”
12’-0” 16’-0” 19’ 5-7/8”
14’-0” 18’-8” 22’ 8-7/8”
16’-0” 21’-4” 25’ 11-7/8”
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Leisure furl    Your Questions

Must I always reef with a batten on the mandrel?
No.  You can reef at any point, but the batten on the mandrel is the most efficient position in
terms of holding the foot totally flat.  The least efficient position is with the batten just
outside the boom.

Must I go head to wind, to reef?
No.  Under normal circumstances, as with a slab reef, it’s desirable to have the main com-
pletely unloaded.  However, if the boom is out more than 45 degrees though the universal
becomes fairly inefficient and quite a lot of power is required.

Do I need to snub the furling line when hoisting?
If the mainsheet is totally free, the furling line only needs to be snubbed if blowing hard.  It’s
good practice to let it run through the hand while hoisting.

Does corrugation in the sail roll damage the sails?
Corrugations are caused by small sail faults, but do not cause any problems.  They will
gradually disappear as the sail softens up.

For racing, can I get degrees of fullness in the foot and still get luff tension?
Yes.  Degrees of fullness can be achieved by pulling small amounts on the furling line but,
if this is required, luff tension will need to be achieved with conventional cunningham at full
hoist.  Remember to ensure it’s removed before furling.

Do I have foot control after reefing?
No, it’s not required.  If correct procedures are followed, the sail will always be totally flat on
the foot.  If more power is required, simply unwind more sail.

Can I still operate the system if my winch should fail?
Yes.  Take controls to another winch or operate from the mast.

What do I need to watch in very strong winds?
Only that the mainsheet is totally released and that the bow is not allowed to drop off far
enough for the sail to start filling.  Also make sure furling line is snubbed when hoisting and
main halyard snubbed adequately when furling.

Can I use a solid vang in place of a topping lift?
Yes.  Hydraulic vangs are quite satisfactory, but the angle has to be watched before furling.
If using a gas or spring vang without a topping lift, there must be considerable upward pres-
sure on the boom at its normal furling height, otherwise in a seaway the boom will start bounc-
ing while furling.

Can I get away without a vang if I only cruise?
No.  A vang is essential maintain 87 degree angle and to stop the boom riding up when
furling.
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Leisure furl Glossary of terms

Bolt Rope The rope used in the luff tape.
Clew The outer corner of the sail between the foot and the leach.
Cunningham The rope that tensions the luff of the sail by pulling down.
Down Wind With the wind aft of the beam.
Feeder The block at the bottom of the sail track that guides the boltrope.
Flat Run With the wind directly from the stern.
Foot The edge of the sail that attaches to the boom.
Furling Line The line that is used to lower the sail.
Gooseneck The fitting attaching the boom to the mast.
Head The top of the sail.
Head to wind With the bow of the yacht directly into the wind.
Leach The back edge of the sail between the clew and the head.
Leisure furl track The sail track on the aft face of the mast.
Luff The front edge of the sail closest to the mast.
Luff Lube PTFE or similar based lubricant to be applied to the luff tape
Luff Tape The tape at the sail luff which feeds up the sail track.
Topping lift The rope that holds the boom up from the aft end.
Main Halyard The rope that pulls the sail up the mast.
Main Sheet The rope that pulls the boom in and out.
Mandrel The tube that the sail furls around.
Outer Bearing The bearing at the outer end of the mandrel.
Outhaul The tensioning device on a conventional setup (not required with L/f as

L/f has its own unique totally efficient foot tensioning system).
Roach The area of sail that extends out from the leach.
Rope guide The guide that centralizes the furling line in the spool.
Spool The drum in the aft end of the boom  that the furling line winds around.
Tack angle The angle between the foot and the luff.
Tack The corner of the sail between the foot and the luff.
Universal The swiveling joint that attaches the mandrel to the gooseneck bracket on

the mast.
Unload the main Allow the mainsail (and mainsheet) to become totally slack.
Vang The strut or rope purchase system that controls the boom angle.
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Important information for both installers and owners.

• Do not raise the boom with the topping lift or vang more
than 3 feet from the normal operating angle, as the mandrel
will bottom out on the boom end plate and cause damage.  If
it is essential to do this, the mandrel must be disconnected
from the universal.

• If the boom is dropped down to the deck for any reason en-
sure that the mandrel has not dropped off the aft end spigot
before raising the boom again with the vang or topping lift.

• If it is necessary to furl downwind pull the boom in to 45
degrees before commencement.  This decreases the load in
the sail, gets the sail off the shrouds and spreaders and in-
creases the efficiency of the universal.

• Ensure that the end float between the universal inner face
and the inner bearing casting is no more than 1/16".

• If a topping lift only is being used to support the boom, tie a
knot in the topping lift line aft of the rope clutch or cleat to
ensure that if someone accidentally releases the topping lift
cleat the boom doesn’t crash down and cause damage or
hurt someone.

• Ensure all track joints are smooth and radiused.
     The track entrance from the sail feeder is particularly im-
     portant.  See diagram 5.
• Ensure that there is nothing on the mast in the area that the

sail rolls that could possibly cause sail chafe.  This could
include fittings around the side of the mast and trisail tracks.
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Leisure furl    NOTES:

FORESPAR  PRODUCTS  CORP.
22322 GILBERTO

RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA, CA 92688
PHONE 949-858-8820   FAX 949-858-0505

www.forespar.com

Use 2 stainless steel hose clamps to secure
the batten to the vang.

Insure that the boom is at the 87o operation
angle, and clamp the batten so it matches the
red tape mark.

When these to marks coincide, your boom is set at
the proper operation angle.

Leisure furl  Boom angle tips
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Accidental Gybes

Another popular approach is to rig a boom brake
type system which allows the travel of the boom at a slow rate during
the gybe.  These units do not require the immediate crew attention that
rigged preventer must have.  The brake usually rides on a line running
perpendicular to the boom; when the boom brake is actuated, it grabs
the line and either works as a preventer, or slows the boom’s speed
while gybing. The brake is actuated by tensioning the line upon which it
rides.

IT IS THE OBLIGATION OF EVERY SKIPPER TO PREVENT UNSAFE
AND DESTRUCTIVE BOOM MOVEMENT BY ENSURING THAT THE BOOM
IS RIGGED FOR GYBE CONTROL

Shockles®

shock absorber
www.shockles.com

Boom Brake

CONSULT  WITH  YOUR
RIGGER FOR THE BEST
METHOD TO CONTROL
YOUR BOOM IT’S YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY
AND PRUDENT
SEAMANSHIP

Rigging preventers and boom brake type systems
Accidental gybes happen in all conditions, even in light air a momentary lack of concentration can result in
an accidental gybe.  All booms should have some sort of control rigged when sailing deep off the wind.
Again, even in light air conditions a boom can develope dangerous and destructive inertia when allowed to
gybe freely.  In-boom furling systems are heavier than standard booms, and it is more important to control
their freedom of movement.

Preventer systems and boom brake type systems must be rigged to suit the layout of the boat, and all
boats are different.  Likewise the choice of which type of control system to use is an individual decision
with varied opinions between experienced sailors.

A preventer is rigged from the bale on the bottom
of the boom, and led forward to the toe rail.
A snatch block can lead the line aft to a winch.
If your boom can dip into the water at any time,
a shock absorber must be included.  Shockles® is
a product which can be rigged into the preventer
line to allow the boom to have some freedom of
movement.  If the boat cannot be steered back to
the original gybe, a rigged preventer must be
released after the gybe to get the boat controlled.
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WARRANTY ON FINISHES AND COATINGS
Forespar Products Corp. here by warrants and grants limited warranty to paint coatings on
spars painted and assembled by Forespar® as described herein as follows:

Forespar Products Corp. hereby warrants, to the original owner of the spar, that the paint
coating shall be free of defects in material and workmanship, based upon industry stan-
dards, for a period of 3 (three) years from the date of purchase receipt.  At its discretion,
Forespar Products Corp. will provide touch-up paint or repaint the spar limited to the
following:

Year 1:
Forespar Products Corp. will repaint the spar at its principal place of business upon dis-
covery of any such defect in material or workmanship during the period.

Year 2:
Forespar Products Corp. will repaint the spar at its principal place of business upon dis-
covery of any such defect in material or workmanship during the period.  Labor and mate-
rial costs will be shared 50% original owner and 50% Forespar Products Corp.

Year 3:
Forespar Products Corp. will repaint the spar at its principal place of business upon dis-
covery of any such defect in material or workmanship during the period.  Labor and mate-
rial costs will be shared 80% original owner and 20% Forespar Products Corp.

Forespar Products Corp. does not accept responsibility or liability for charges or fees
incurred by original owner for boat yards, cranes, surveyors, riggers or shipping compa-
nies.  Forespar Products Corp. will pick up and deliver the spar within a 100 (one hundred)
mile radius at no charge to the original owner.

Forespar Products Corp. does not accept responsibility or liability for damages to the spar
during transportation, unless said damage occurs on Forespar Products Corp’s truck.

Except to the extent expressly provided here and above and in lieu of all other warranties,
there are no warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to, any warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose for the above described item or items.

Forespar Products Corp.
22322 Gilberto  Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

Phone 949-858-8820  FAX 949-858-0505
www.forespar.com

Painted Leisure Furl booms must never be left wrapped in plastic.
This can cause the paint finish to blister,

and is not covered by the
Warranty on Finishes and Coatings.

Immediate unpacking upon delivery is required.
Never wrap your Leisure Furl boom in plastic for seasonal storage.
Trapped moisture which condenses within the plastic wrap will, over time, penetrate
the paint  finish and blisters will result.


